In this paper, the numerical solution of the linear and nonlinear fuzzy Volterraintegro-differential equations have been investigated using the analytical method namely homotopy analysis method (HAM) and then the proposed method is illustrated by solving two numerical examples. It was found that the HAM provides a simple way to adjust and control the convergence region of solution series by introducing a nonzero auxiliary parameter  .
Introduction
Integro-differential equations (IDEs) play an important role in many branches of linear and nonlinear functional analysis and their applications in the theory of engineering, mechanics, physics, chemistry, astronomy, biology, economics, potential theory and electrostatics. The fuzzy functions were introduced by Chang and Zadeh (1972) . Later the concept of integration of fuzzy functions was introduced by Dobois and Prade (1982) . In 1992, Liao employed the basic ideas of the homotopy, a fundamental concept in topology and differential geometry, to propose a general analytic method for linear and nonlinear problems, called Homotopy Analysis Method (HAM) (Liao, 2003; 2004; 2009 a & b) . The homotopy analysis method (HAM) is a general analytic approach to get series solutions of various types of nonlinear equations, including algebraic equations, ordinary differential equations, partial differential equations, differential-integral equations, differential-difference equation and coupled equations of them. This method has been successfully applied to solve many types of linear and nonlinear problems (Afroozi, Vahidi, & Saeidy, 2010; Abbasbandy, Magyari, & Shivanian, 2009; Abbasbandy, Babolian, & Ashtiani, 2009; Bataineh, Noorani, & Hashim, 2008; Dubois & Prade, 1982; Ghanbari, 2010; Liao & Tan, 2007) .
Preliminaries
In this section, the most basic notations used in fuzzy calculus are introduced. We start with defining a fuzzy number.
iii. u( ) u( )    , 0 1    .
For arbitrary fuzzy numbers u (u( ),u( ))
   , v (v( ), v( ))    and real constant we define addition u v  and scalar multiplication ku as 
(ku)( ) ku( ),(ku)( ) ku( ),ifk 0 (ku)( ) ku( ),(ku)( ) ku( ),ifk 0
The collection of all such fuzzy numbers with addition and multiplication as defined by Equations (1) and (2) is denoted by 1 E and is a convex cone. Next, we will define the fuzzy function notation and a metric D in 1 E (Goetschel & Voxman, 1986) .
Definition 2.3 For arbitrary fuzzy numbers
is the distance between u and v . This metric is equivalent to the one used by Puri and Ralescu (1983) and Kaleva (1987) . It is shown (Puri & Ralescu, 1986) 
Throughout this work we also consider fuzzy functions which are defined only over a finite interval [a, b] (we simply replace 1 R by [a, b] in definition 2.4).
Definition 2.5 (Mehrkanoon, Suleiman, & Majid, 2009)
The Seikkala derivative f (x)  of a fuzzy function f is defined by
where prime symbol denote the derivative with respect to x.
Following the idea of Bede and Gal in 2004 and 2005 , Chalco-Cano and Roman-Flores (2008 
where the relation (I) is the classical definition of the fuzzy H-derivative (or differentiability in the sense of Hukuhara).
HAM for Solving Fuzzy Volterra Integro-Differential Equations (FVIDEs)
In this section, we shall apply HAM for solving linear and nonlinear fuzzy Volterra integro-differential equations (FVIDEs)
continuous fuzzy function, K is arbitrary continuous function over the regions
respectively, and F is to be determined.
In the following, we shall follow the same method that proposed by Bede (2008), and Chalco-Cano and Roman-Flores (2008) in the fuzzy differential equations to reduce FVIDEs to a crisp systems of integro-differential equations (IDEs) using relations (4) and (5) in definition (2.6).
Let us recall the proposed method. We denote the level   set of F , f and K by
respectively. Then we have the following two cases:
Case I If we consider F (x)  in the first form (4) of definition (2.6) then we have to solve the following systems of crisp IDEs
for the linear case, and
for the nonlinear case.
Case II If we consider F (x)  in the second form (5) of definition (2.6), then we have to solve the following systems of crisp IDEs
In our work, we will consider case I, hence we have to solve the systems (8) and (9).
For simplicity and without lose of generality of the problem, we assume that the kernels K(x, t) 0
Linear Fuzzy VolterraIntegro-Differential Equations
For solving system (8) by HAM we first construct the zeroth-order deformation equations:
where p [0,1]  is the embedding parameter,  is nonzero auxiliary parameter, L is an auxiliary linear operator, H(x) is an auxiliary function, 0 w (x; )  and 0 w (x; )  are initial guesses of F(x; )  and F(x; )  respectively and (x, p; )   , (x, p; )   are unknown functions.
Differentiating the zeroth-order deformation Equations (12) m times with respect to the embedding parameter p and dividing them by m! and finally setting p 0  , we obtain the so called m th (13) and (14) then we obtain the following iteration forms (1 )
Hence, the homotopy solution series is given by
therefore the approximation solution series of order n is 
Nonlinear Fuzzy Volterra Integro-Differential Equations
For solving system (9) by HAM we first construct the zeroth-order deformation equations 
The corresponding m-th order deformation equations reads: (22) and (23) we obtain the following iteration forms 
Numerical Examples
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The exact solution in this case is given by (1 )u (x; ) u (t; )u (t; )dtds
, m 2  From this and (27), we can obtain the first three terms of approximate homotopy solution series as 2 3 6 2 1 1 30 3 4  3 8  3 7  3 6  3 5  14  56308742593741  56308742593741  1  1  1  3  9223372036854775808  9223372036854775808  40950  27300  40950   3 6  3 5  3 3  3 4  10  3  2 2  2 3  2 4  1  1  1  1  1  1  2  1  1350  450  1350  450  15  15  15  15 u 
To determine the valid region of the auxiliary parameter  , we plot the curves   It is worthy to point out that there are many applied problems that are modeled as integro-differential equations and can be solved by the current method such as; steady state condition of biological species living together, Maxwell equation in integro-differential form, chance to find time gap in dense traffic, etc.
Conclusions
In this paper we solved successfully the fuzzy Volterra integro-differential equations using Homotopy Analysis Method (HAM). It is apparently seen that HAM is very powerful and efficient technique in finding approximate solution for such equations. This method enjoys great freedom in choosing initial approximations, auxiliary linear operators and auxiliary functions. By means of this kind of freedom, a complicated problem can be transferred into an infinite number of simpler, linear subproblems that contain the auxiliary parameter  which provides a convenient way to adjust and control the convergence of the solution series, this represents the main advantage of this method.
